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INTRODUCTION
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intr 0.01
This guide teaches you everything you need to
know from each individual components of a computer to a computer peripheral like a mouse,
monitor or keyboard. Everything you need to
know about building and setting up a computer setup will be mentioned in this guide.
A joyful and friendly approach has been added to the parts where needed and the more important topics will be more analytical and precisely spoken. The reasoning behind this joyful
side of the booklet is to keep you sane and
alive and not dead inside reading a very precise professional booklet throughout its content.
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chapter 001

Chapter One
Case
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Proccessor

Case
Case also known as a Computer Case or a chassis is
what holds all your key computer components inside.
Some cases come with fan
headers that help with the airflow of the computer to keep
the computer cooled from
overheating. The fan connects via motherboard input.
Some cases come in different form factors due to the
mother board size, purchase
the appropriate size case
for your allocated motherboard size. Sizes vary from
Mini-ITX case, MicroATX case,
ATX case, and EATX case.

eatx case

atx case

Micro atx case

Mini-ITX case
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Proccessor
Processors
are
associated with being the brain
of the computer. They can
command trillions of calculations per second. They
are also known as CPU:
Central Processing Unit.
There are two known processor companies. Intel and
AMD. The majority of people
will know Intel and very few
will be aware of AMD. CPUs
use multiple cores to help
with a task. Cores are individual processors that work
together to complete the given task on time by allocating
a certain amount of work to
each core. Some jobs require
one core, whereas some require four or more. Each processor has a certain amount
of cores. Although if you buy
a K processor, for example,
intel i7-8700K Processor (unlocked processor), it can be

intel

overclocked to obtain extra
performance. None “K processors” can be overclocked
as well, but that can cause
severe damage to the CPU,
whereas “K processors” are
known to be overclocked and
won’t cause any harm to the
processor, overclocking will
only draw more power from
your Power Supply and produce more heat, hence the
reason why purchasing a
separate CPU cooler can
significantly benefit airflow
to the CPU. K processors
demand a stronger airflow
due to the extra power they
draw, producing more heat.

Chapter One
CPU Cooler

Graphics Card

CPU
Cooler
A CPU cooler is a device that hovers over your CPU to keep it from
overheating and causing excessive
and irreversible damage. Intel CPUs
come with stock coolers included
in your purchase of your CPU that
can handle regular day to day tasks.
Some consumers purchase Liquid
cooling or another cooling method
over the traditional air coolers as Liquid coolers are incredibly effective and
help cool overclockable processors
that produce more heat. Liquid coolers provide a quieter sound and are
visually pleasing to look at the liquid
pipes compared to a basic air cooler.
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Graphics Card

Graphics card or Video
card is where all the graphics intensive processes
go. A graphics card handles all the graphical content, for instance. Games,
rendering
video
and
sometimes with 3D applications. Budgeting on
a graphics card is not in
your best interest. Processors can sometimes have
integrated graphics, which
is essentially the processor’s attempt to rendering
graphics. No integrated
graphics compare anywhere close to a graphics
cards performance. Most
Laptops use integrated
graphics as it’s a cheaper alternative and takes
up no additional room.
Graphics cards are a
popular component in
the gaming scene as it’s
what produces the most
performance for their
game. Some graphics
cards focus primarily on
video editing or 3D rendering, but those cards
are specific and may not
perform as well in some
games like a gaming card.

Chapter One
Motherboard
Size

Motherboard
Think of the motherboard
as the base on a Lego set.
It’s the foundation that you
build on. The majority of the
components that you will use
will be connected directly to
the motherboard. A motherboard connects the processor, the graphics card, the
RAM, the memory and many
other optional components.
A motherboard can be specific due to the task that
you will mainly be focusing
on. For example, a gaming
motherboard will support
overclocking, and allow more
gigabytes of RAM, whereas
others are clocked at 16 GB
or less. More on that on page
10. Whereas, a business-orientated motherboard can offer better ethernet and USB
protection. Some motherboards also support wireless
networking that will transmit
internet wirelessly, whereas
some other motherboards
need adapters or onboard

plugins to be able to offer wireless connections. The same goes for Bluetooth and onboard SSD sticks. More on that on page 11.
Depending on your budget, your motherboard
might have some or all of these features.
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Size

Similar to how some cases
come in different sizes, so
do motherboards! That is
the reason why some cases
are more substantial than
others
due
to
the
motherboard
sizes.
The
motherboard
sizes
vary from Mini ITX, Micro ATX, ATX, and EATX.
These sizes were made to help
with
smaller
builds
so that the computer takes up
less room and also the small
er motherboard is cost-efficient in case your building on
a budget! The naming is coherent with the sizes of the
cases so that they are easier to choose the proper size
for your motherboard size.

eATX

ATX

micro-atx

mini-itx

Chapter One
Ram Memory
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Random Access Memory is also known as
RAM. RAM allows multiple programs to store
memory simultaneously for extended periods
of time. Once the application or task is no longer in effect or is shutdown, the memory stored
on the RAM sticks is then erased to be used
up by another program or task. For example,
if you have 25 tabs open on chrome and you
have photoshop and illustrator open, you will
start to notice your computer is starting to slow
down. That is due to your RAM being used
up and being switched between applications,
which causes the slowdown. If you had 32GB of
RAM, for example, you wouldn’t be struggling
with this issue, but if you’re stuck with 4GB of
RAM, your computer won’t be able to multitask
more than two things at once. RAM is crucial
to multitasking, but nowadays, 16GB of RAM
is plenty for today’s standards. Unless you’re
working with massive 8K video footage on editing programs such as Adobe Premiere or Final
Cut Pro, then you shouldn’t have any issues,
but if you are, then you should opt for closer
to 64 GB of RAM, but you must first make sure
your motherboard can support 64 GB of RAM.

1.

Solid State Drive

Ram
Memory

NVME SSD

Storage Device

2.

HDD
3.

NVME SDD
SDD
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HDD

Storage
Device

A storage device is what stores
all your information — for instance: Music, Videos, Files,
Programs, Games, and OS
files. People mistaken RAM
with storage devices. They
are similar, but they have
different traits. RAM keeps
memory on specific programs
for an allocated amount of
time, whereas a storage device keeps data indefinitely
until the user deletes the data.
There are multiple Storage devices; the most common one
is HDD(3) or Hard Disk Drive.
In today’s world, hard drives
are suitable for long period
storage as they are cheap and
store more data compared to
an SSD(2) at the same price
point. The difference you may
ask? The speed. SSD(2), also
known as Solid State Drives,
is 10x faster when it comes
to downloading and uploading files from and to different
locations. SSD’s also load
games and programs faster
than an HDD(3). The down-

fall is SSD(2) costs the same price as HHD(3)
but with less GB/TB of space. You can find a
1TB HHD for 50$, and you can find an SSD(2)
with 250GB for the same price of 50$. You
get one forth of an HDD space but with faster speeds. The new wave of data storage is
now called NVME SSD(1). NVME is another
storage device, although this storage device
is even quicker and is found to be directly
placed into your motherboard whereas SSD
and HDD(3) storage devices use a cable that
connects from the storage device to the motherboard, whereas the NVME SSD(1) attaches
like Lego blocks with only one screw required.
Modern Storage devices like SSDs(2) and
NVME SSDs(1) are the reason why today’s
computers and laptops run much quicker.
When applications boot up in seconds, thank
your storage device. When your computer
boots up from a cold start in seconds, thank
your storage device. When your 50GB game
loads in 2 seconds, thank your storage device. Processors are what allow the programs
to run, but storage devices are what enable
these programs to boot up in the first place.
Every part of a computer is vital and budgeting out on any component will only run you
into more significant issues down the road.
Many people today use one HDD(3) and one
NVME SSD(1) on their computers. They use
the HDD(3) for bigger files that they will rarely
use, like pictures, videos or songs. But programs they use every day they’ll put on their
NVME because those programs they’re using
on a daily basis will boot up significantly faster.

Chapter One
Case

Proccesor
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P O W E R
S U P P LY u n i t
PSU

Without a power supply, your computer won’t turn on at all. A power supply is an electrical
device that converts alternating current from your electrical outlet to direct current that your
computer needs to be able to run correctly. A power supply also regulates and supplies
the computer with the proper amount of voltage so that the computer doesn’t explode on
you. There are many options to choose from when it comes to power supplies. Purchasing
a power supply usually varies in the amount of voltage you need to run your computer.
Buying a power supply is the one component where buying an overkill
power supply won’t benefit you in any manner.
Only purchase what you need. Buying more than you need is just
a waste of money unless
you plan on upgrading
your pc down the road.
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Computer
Peripherals

Chapter One
Mouse
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Keyboard

Key
board
A keyboard is a device
that allows you to transmit letters or commands
to your PC through
small buttons that lay
directly underneath the
key in which you are
pressing. This, in turn,
gets sent from your keyboard to the USB connection to your computer. Or, if you’re using a

laptop, the keyboard is
already embedded on
the motherboard and
requires zero cables to
be plugged in.
Some keyboards come
in different sizes. If
you’re going to be working a lot with numbers,

it would be best to purchase the full-size keyboard that has a dedicated number pad for
easier accessibility to
the number keys.
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Mouse
A mouse is a standard
input device that is
used to direct the cursor on your screen. Not
all mice are made the
same. A conventional
mouse is built with a
cord attached, a scroller
and two buttons, a left
clicker and a right clicker. Each button commands different inputs
on the monitor.

A more technical mouse
will have more than two
buttons; it’ll have multiple buttons on the sides
of the mice that control
various elements on
the display. Some mice
have wireless capabilities that alleviate the
need for a cable.

Chapter One
Montior
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Operating System

Monitor
A monitor is also known
as a display, is the electronic screen that admits colours and knits
of brightness at different frame rates and milliseconds. Choosing a
monitor can be troublesome as there are many
features one might have
over another. For example: response time,

rate and response time.
Although if you enjoy
using multiple applications at once, then you
should check out ultrawide monitors that will
provide you with the extra real estate needed.
If you’re working with
many images, then you
should focus your time
on the monitors that

refresh rate, colour accuracy, knit brightness.
v-sync and many more.

are SRGB accurate.
Little tip:IPS panels are
known to be the most
reliable when it comes
to colour accuracy, and
will significantly help
when looking for a monitor that benefits consumers who need an
accurate colour display.

When deciding which
monitor you want to purchase, you must keep
in mind your primary
purpose for building a
computer. If you plan
on gaming, then you
should focus on refresh
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Operating
							System
An operating system
also is known as OS,
which your computer
runs off of to function.
We build our computers, but we don’t program it to work. That’s
what operating systems are there for! They
make it possible for our
components to talk to
each other and work
together to perform as
intended. Not all operating systems are the
same, some lack the
compatibility that the
others succeed in.
The most common operating systems are
Windows, OS X and
Linux. These operating
systems come with a

primary graphical user
interface with a desktop where files can be
displayed as well as a
file manager and doc
to store the most used
programs. The majority
of these programs work
the same, but not all of
them are as compatible
as each others competitors. Most consumers
go with Windows when
building a PC as it’s the
easiest to install. Mac
builds, or Macintosh’s,
are somewhat harder
to adapt to pc parts that
are compatible with windows already. OS X isn’t
fully compatible with all
the new processors,
motherboards, graphics
cards and more of to-

Chapter One
Montior

Operating System

day’s
standards, making it slightly harder for
your new computer to
read those new expensive shiny components
you’ve purchased. That
is why it is best to purchase a computer from
apple directly as they
know which components are best compati-

ble with OS X.
Think of Linux
as the 3rd brother or sister that no
one knows too much
about. Linux has lots of
potentials but isn’t able
to preform as well as
the others do. Thankfully for them they are
starting to get the recognition as they previously weren’t receiving.

chapter 002

Chapter Two
Tools

Preparation

Tools
This the most vital step that you must perform before touching any component.
Grounding yourself is the best way to keep your
expensive new components from frying in seconds. Have you ever had a static shock when
you’ve tried getting onto a swing at the park?
Well, that’s what we are talking about here. It
is best to build your computer without wearing socks and without standing on a carpet. If
you live in a house, go to the basement, and
hopefully, there is a section of exposed concrete from the house. Go ahead and step on
the cold concrete for a few seconds with your
socks off this well help you be more grounded. If you prefer not to touch the raw concrete or if you live in a condo, there are also
ESD Wrist Straps that increase your chances
of not destroying any of your components.
Make sure you’re ready with the necessary
tools at hand. That could be your basic screw
driver or your handyman. Whatever you need
to make sure it’s by your side as you build.
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More Tools

Chapter Two
Tools

Preparation

Preparation
An adequate amount of table
space will be needed to perform such a task of building a
computer. Make sure you have
a dedicated spot to rest all your
tiny screws so that you stay organized in the process of this
build. Usually, a small tray is
more than enough to keep small
pieces secure and organized.
As we’ve spoken in the first
chapter, an Operating system will be needed and prepared for when the computer
is finally built. First, decide
which operating system you

would like then follow an online guide as
to how to install your operating system to
your USB drive. Make sure that the USB
is loaded with the correct file by plugging
it into a previous laptop and booting it
up. Once you see the OS setting up the
screen, you know your USB is ready to go.
Lastly, make sure those peripherals that we’ve spoken about earlier actually work. Having a non-functional peripheral will make it very hard to
make the setup process run smoothly.

chapter 003

Chapter Three
CPU
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CPU Cooler

3

5

TIP: Align the triangle on the CPU to
the triangle on the motherboard CPU tray.

8

9

TIP: Apply pressure to each of the four
corners of the CPU cooler.
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10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10

Unbox the motherboard
Place the plastic protector underneath the motherboard
Unlatch the CPU tray
Unbox the CPU
Place the CPU in the CPU tray
Align the triangle on the CPU to the triangle on the motherboard CPU tray
Apply force to CPU tray latch to secure CPU in place
Place the CPU Cooler over CPU tray
Push down all the four corners of the CPU cooler onto the chassis
Plugin the fan header to motherboard module

Chapter Three
RAM
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Motherboard

3

8

4

TIP: Apply pressure to inside
of IO shield to set in place.

TIP: Apply pressure to RAM stick to
set in place.

12

TIP: Location of screws may very per motherboard.
Red circle indicated screws location.
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4

Additional Images

4

Additional Images

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Unbox the RAM
Consult the motherboard manual for proper ram placement
Unlatch reach RAM slot
Place each ram stick(s) into the motherboards appropriate RAM slots
Unbox the casing
Open the casing
Locate the IO shield found in the motherboard box
Install IO shield to the case
Unbox NVME SSD
Install NVME SSD to the motherboard
Begin installing the motherboard to the case
Begin to screw down the motherboard to the casing

6.
9.
10.

(screwdriver may be required)
(disregard if you’re using an HDD or SSD)
(disregard if you’re using an HDD or SSD)

Chapter Three
Storage Device
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Power Supply Unit

2

3

6

7
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Unbox the storage device
Place the storage device in the allocated casing placement
Connect the storage device to the motherboard
Unbox the power supply
Only take the required cables to build
Begin by screwing down the power supply into the casing
Start plugging in the necessary wires for the build

3.
7.

(visit manual for specific storage placement) (disregard if you’re using NVME SSD)
(see the manual for specific instructions)

Chapter Three
Graphics Card
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Setup

2

3

TIP: Apply pressure to RAM stick to
set in place.

4

5

TIP: Visit motherboard manual for
further instruction on panel cables.
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0

TIP: Don’t forget to screw in the graphics
card into the slot

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Unbox the graphics card
Unlatch the casing slot for the graphics card
Place the graphics card on the motherboard
Plugin the necessary graphics card cable(s) to the power supply
Plugin the front panel cables to the motherboard
Consult the manual for placement of any loose wires.
Plugin the monitor to the pc
Plugin the mouse to the pc
Plugin the keyboard to the pc
Plug in the speaker to the pc if necessary
Turn on the pc for the first time
Continuously press F11 on the keyboard to bring up the boot menu
Select your USB as the boot drive to install the OS

Index
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Glossary

Adobe Premiere
Adobe Premier Pro is a editing software that is found with other Adobe Creative Cloud
softwares like Photoshop and Illustrator. Adobe Premier Pro is similar to Final Cut Pro..
Component
A component is referred to the individual parts. For example the motherboard, RAM or the
CPU.
Final Cut Pro
Final Cut Pro is a editing software found on the Mac App Store and is most known to be
used by mac users for editing video.
Input output shield
A thin removable metal plate that protects the back of a computer and gives access to I/O
devices like USB.
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